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Children's Effec ive Use of Mul iple Standards

for Evaluating Their Comprehension
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Abstract

-- _

_

Two experiments examined children's ability apply three different standards

for evaluating their underStandinT. nine.---,Andelevenyear-.

old children.were presented with shorty narrative passages within which were
.

-

embeddedAhree,types-Of problerOjnonsentA-words, internal inconsistencies, -:_

.-

and'Pricr -kpowl edge each of whichcoOd:only:be-idehtfied=ifa.

specifiC standard of evaluatiOn w re used, (lexical, internal consistency, and

external consistency, respectively) Since the.focus of the-study was on the

effectiveness with which children .couldappfy..the-standadS. rather than, on

the 1 ikelihdohatAheY.w.091dsponianeobsly adopt and-thenapply them, the

.sUb)ects,were-expliCitlyinstradted: advance.that\their. task.W0SAoJind the

"mistakes," Moreover the subjects were giv'en immediate feedback tereach.

trial and -a second opportunity to.find any missed,problems. Although-older

-Children-used all three. tandards more effectively than younger children -,

overall problem ident fl-cation was.. considerably better thanthaireported in

non-instructed settings. The internal consisency-standard wasaptilied.least

effectively; but even the youngest children'were able to use it. The results

illustrate the need to consider comprehension monitoring` kills with respect

to specific Standard' of evaluation, rasher than as a unitary phenomenon..
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Children' Effect ve Use of Multiple Standards

=for Evaluating Their Comprehensibn

Because comprehension mOnitoring. s -an. ability which-has important' educe-

tionaY.implications,.the degree. to which children monitor their:Compi'ehenjiOn-

has. become an issue of concern to many investigators. Educators ha ,s '10119

ergeed.that students should:keep:track of_their. understanding and should

reipond appropriately Jf_they,detect e'failure=to.enderstandje.g'HuOyi,

1906;Thorndike 1917). -,However,.More-,recently,'eMptt cal studies haVe

demonStrated that .thfldren.are surprisingly unlikely to carry out these

evaluation 'and regulation , act i vi tie,e.9 Garner, :-1980; Markman, 1977, 1979;

Paris &' -- Myers, 1981). While the research has shown that older and better
-4?

students= monitor_thei:rtheir comprehension more.effectively than.younger and poorer

students, the latter group still -shows considerable room for improvement.

.The basic pa-rdigm used in studies of...comprehension monitoring is to

.

introduce a:PrebleM or "errOr4. of. :Some sort into a-prose passage and assess

the subjects' abilitkto,detect it. The re ionale for this prOcechirels that

subjects should-notice the problems if they are keeping a carefulcheck on
..

their '.0nderstanding. -HOWever, thefact that-subjects ty0itall'y are-rdit'

informed in advance that the passages are problematic can lead to serious

,,undkrestimation'ef their comprehension monitoring activities; .This is because.

people tend to believe, that the communications they receive will be true,,

ccimpletei and informative (trice, 1975) and consequently they attempt to make

senW.'of any input, however confusing (cf. Baker,-1979).,'The,feW studies

which have alerted subjects the preSence-qf problems generally repo-rt
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r levels of performance

The nature of the. embedded probi ma

children't success or,failure on the

differentkinds of problems, suc h SE

,

kriowledge and inconsistenciel.with-, J-

,Aan & .60 n 1981).

,itfdpg-OflUehce,on

have used a. number

violations

°t itself.

-different problem types requires the .. -Jr;, C ion of. different cri

standards of evaluation. In order, to detect a nonsense word, a child must

evaluate her understanding of individual word meanings.

- .

prior knowledge violation, a child mutt consider KW

'relate to what she al ready,- knpws.

order to detect a

1 :ideas in the text

AndJo, deteet an internal inconsistency,

the '-childneedt,to evaluate the consistency of the ideas expressed in the

passage

she will not petite'the. corresponding problems. This. does not mean

that -she did .not -evaldate her understanding other dimensions. _since:

Thus, if a child fails to .adopt a particular ttandard- of.eveluatign,

however,

most studies .have. used brily one type of .embedeed problerlitheY may present. -a

misleading picture of children's comprehension monitoring tkillt.
.

There- is some -evidence:-that .children .are- more likely to spontaneously

Adopt some standards than- others. For -example, .Garner ( 901) found that

..Cbildren'were more likely to use a -lexical standard than an internal

contistenws :andard, as indexed -by their superior identification .df- difficult

vocabulary items and their 'lack of identification of any ,inconsistenciet # And

there i

, ..

alsOevidence that childrenv-adjuttthein:stnd!rds:ccprdingito',the.i

instructions they receive. Markman and Gorin (1981) found that children who
_

were set to evaluate for internal consistency identified'mone inconsistencies

than falsehoods, while children set to.evaluate for external consistency
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lsehoods than inconsistencies-. lioweveri.we do not know.

an keep several different standardsin mind and use

-
hildren

..,

the'then effectively Additionally, we have nO,i,pformation regar

developmental
thanget:in-the'variety,of standards: children can USe.

The present study was _therefore 0$1000 to examine the effectiveness withk'..
which th'ildreri.of,differenteges. canAPply-mUltiple standards .for evaluating

underttanding.'4'Three specific.standardS were the fot6S of the
.

lexical, internal consi#ency, and external Consistency...
Effective use of these

Standards'waS'operationalized'as success at. finding_`

embedded nonsense Oords;.inconsistencies, an .prior knowledge violati

respectively.
Thexhirdren'Oererspecifically inforped that they would need td

use these standards in ol-def-to- find the "mistakes" in several_ passages The
-inttructions were-mad -eXptictCas po,ssible betaus the concern Was,with

children's ability tprae
thelstandards,:not With whether,they.WOuld

spentaT ously'edopt,them'.
MOreover,-stand'rd_Use.was-fOstered-'uring'the.

-experimental _stiOn,byOroViding Children-with immediate -feedback ndfa:
second opportutity to identify missed problems. Also, of interest .in addition
to problem identification,

were the children's evaluative
comments about other

parts of the passages These cdmments are important because they can reveal
whether or not a 'particular standard.was in .fact present in :a given child's
repertoire and if so, whether it was used selectively.,

Two experiments ere carried -out. -*the first, five- seven -, and nine-
year -old children listened-to the passageNWhich were read aloud by the

--.. .

------------:- ---: -.wL--- -

---eXperimenter. In the secondi.elven-year-old children read_ the passages on
/their Cio and ere later- fnterviewed

about-their perceptions of standard



Which type of; problem was eagiest to notice and why?).

was expcted that the older childreiLwould apply all three types .of standards

more effectively than younger children, fr line with previous findings.,

were expected to be higher than, previously

reported because of the specificity of the instruction's and the provisin of

feedback wiith a second.charke to ,find the problems. It was also expected

Ithat the lexical standard would be u§ed most effectively. and the internal

consistency. standard. least effec.bivexy, an expectation based on the

However overall performance levels

e- 4
these two standards di ffer -cohsidera --:,the level of -- processing required

-for their apidlicattion.

Subjects. A total of 53

the study.

and 9- ear-old children participated in

The two older groups of children ,/.wereonrol led in the first, and

third grades. of a suburban public school . The.5e were .16 seven year olds (X

age =_ 6 years, 11 months; nine boys)- and 14 nine year olds (X age =.9 years 0

months; seven boys). The youngest group was drawn from two different suburban

-
presthools Ther- were 11 children from-one preschool (X a--g.e--'4-years 8

Monthsl-fiVe- boys) arid :12 children from the-sedond preschool (k: Age. =' 6 years,

1 .monthi.6-boy0-.7 All 'children were teSted during the last two Weeks' of the

school year-,exte4 for the in the first eschool,- who were seen in.

JanUary.1_

tiat e r al S The: materials consisted

dealing with. topics and situations faiTliar to young children. Each passage
1

. -._ .

7 to .g sentences in engtir (X 8.17) and contained from 69 to 82 words
-
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each passage was Modified to contain two Of.three -diffetent types-of'

problems which-Could bedetected by use of the appropriate gfandard

evaluation: -onsense words, prior knowledge-violations and internal

inconsistencies; The nonsen e words were selected from a list of twosyllab

"paralOgsi- Ooble 1952) and followed standard rules ingl ish;Orthographio.;

The nonsense words always replaced nouns that occupied the final position in a

-sentence. An-example of a target sentence containing a nonsense word is,

"Mrs. Johnson cooked the pancakes in a bladmer." The prior knowledge

violations were created by introducing information that conflicted with world

knowledge that children were assumed to possess. An example sentence is,

"Jack always used ar baseball bat to chop the wood." The internal inconsis-

tenCies involVed two target sentences'each, 'whiO were separatedInh:the.

-. passage by one intervening sentence. The-information contained 'in the two
-

target sentences was tontradictory. ',(1An-example. is 'He [a. rabbit) had dark.

. brown fur that was m soft ,as could- be 'Me was very flUffY and had a

:beautifultail.. All the other rabbit wished they had his snow_Vihite

Twc paMples of -representative- pasOges appearin Table

The problem types were systematically distributed throughout the passages

suCh--that--each-yroblem type appeared witht emtype-twlce;--on

in first position and once in second position. The placement of the problems

hinthe passages was restricted in two ways: No problems appeared in

-either the firSt or. ,last of any paitage And when one:-.of the problems

was an_internal _Inconsistency, the second problem was never laced in the

intervening sentence.
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A .

The experimental materials were'deVeloped. from a larger set.of 12 passages

that were presented to -28 undergraduates drawnfrom.an introductory psychology

'subject pool. In order to verify"that the problems would be perceived a such

by adults, th\ eistudents were-instructed to read: the passages ,carefully in--

search of the three different . types of problems. They were underline the

problems when.they found them and write alongside the target sentence the type

of problem they considered it to be. The response sheets were scored for the

percentage of students cOrrectly-ideptifying.eath- problem. The detection rate.

was consistently high, rangirig.from-82% 0_100% with an overall mean of--94%..

--The difference in detection rates among the three types of problems was-

nonsignificantv(86%95% -and-,88%-forhonsehte words
. ,

and incOnsisfe4Tesi

priorjhowledge

respeCtivelY). A Criterlon..Ci-6S,detection

was established .as the!CYt-off. 'for'inqiusion wfthe:probierli in the Materials..

for the childre6. (In other.words no more than two of the 28 subjects could

miss the problem. A second criterion was ihat no more than two studen

cbuldcommeht that a noripAblematic sentence in fact had some sort o

. Taking thesecriteria- into account

modified for.Usya.experimental naterials.

six of the passages were selected dn'd

The passages were arranged such that..-each type of problem appeared

set:petal-ally either within-or hetWeeh -tteifie;771"Ke -order 01-Oresentaibn of

the passages was 8oUnterbalancectsuch that the first three passages foF half
-

of the subjects were.the last three passages for the other subjects, and vice

versa.
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e. The children were seen individuallY during school hoOT's in a
_

_

quiet room at their school they were told that they would be listening to

some stories that had mistakes in them and thatthese mistakes were there

because the writers had not been careful enough when they wrote the stories.

The children's job was to find the mistakes and ;tell the experimenter. The

th e types of problems or "mtstakes".were described as follows: words. that

really words; things thaV.,donit really happen the way

and things in one part Of the story-that don't go with thfngs in

another part. Then a sample story containing one of each problem type was

read and the children were asked to tryto find the problems. Regardless of
their performance the experimenter then cited the embedded problems as

concrete` examples_ of the three different types that should' be sought.- The

children were not told how many problems would be present in any given
J

passage.

Since the primary purpose of the study was to assess children's

skills under optimal circumstances, the task was structured to provide an

opportunity for improvement in the child's performance within the session. To

this end, the children were given two .chances to find the problems. Each

story was read aloud once by the experimenter and the children were asked to

report whatever problems they noticed.,-'they Were encouraged to report

anything that "didn't seed quite right" even if they were not sure it was a

nistake.... fthe children did not report both' problemt-that Were present,. they

told they had-missedsonething and were asked-toltsten toithestary

again To alleviate possible memory difficulties, they were encouraged to

interrupt as soon as they noticed a problem. After the second reading if the



children still did not report the -publems-, the experimenter identified the

expli.cit feedback. in essence served as additional instructionitn using'

the standards. of.gvaluation.

A written record was kept of the children's ongoing responses and

sessions were -al so _tape recorded, for later trahScri-Otton The seSS i On ranged

in length from 10 to: 25 minutes,

aoLlaa. The response protocols were scored for two different dependent

measures: prbblem identification and stand4rdapplication. Each- ,problem was

sdoredias -correctlyAdentified-or.not. If,the children;Were ndtsPecifid

enOugh.intheir initial responses to permit scoring, the.experiMent&

''.''reqUested clarification. for example if a. child simply said -the: mistake was

"the part about snow-whitelur-" the experiMenteraiked, "What about snow

-white` furwas wrong?" If. the child then explainecfsbMpthihg to the effeC

thatthe.story earlier said the Tabbithad.br6;n:fu'r,:the problervw0 scored

,as identified. If the child indicated thatSOme other component was.

problematic (e.g., "There's no such-thing as snow white fur"

scored as not identified.

the problem Was

o -the(Such comments. were classified, however,

type of standard they reyealed, as described beltm.) Responses were scored

immediately since the next step i n the procedure was dependent-on the

_judgment (e. g., if a child was correct on Trial 1 Trtal 2 would not, be

necessary) ; However, all decisions were also checkedafter-the-tapes-had been

transcribed And an independent judge validated the decisions with 98X,

agreement.

All scoring for the standard applTfft-turr.meaSuce-wa _cemplqed after the

tapes were transcribed. Each response the child made to any part of the story
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is_ f__ ----
was classified to whether it revealed the of a particular standard of

evaluation. The crassification scheme consisted of the three target v.

standards, lexical, external-Consistency and internal consistency, as well as

four others: propositional-cphesiveness, structural cohesiveness, _

,
infdrmational__Completeness, and syntax (cf. Baker, in press). It was also

=

necesi-ary to establish a Category for "other'. responses, because many of the

fiveYearbldsmade-nbrievalbativAcomments4--iNe-haVe a dog too")- The

protocols_ were:Scored_by _two _independent-judges,_ who resolved d -di sagreenients -

through discussion. Since children rarely used any of the nontargeted

standards, the focus here will be on the target standards-only.2

Results' and Discussion

This part of the paper will be divided into two sections. The

section-Will fouls on children's identification of the embedded roblems and

the second viall'examine the standar& children used when identifying any parts

of the passages as problematicIn'a sense, the_first sectlon deals.with_the

_exterirkhiCh children's use of the three standards is similar tai adult

usage and the second section examines standard use from the individual child's

perspective of what is or is net problematic..

Problem identification. -Separate analyses were carried out for the-number

of-problems the children identified after hearing the passage only once and

for the totar number df problems identified. In 'addition, a.third analysis

included trial as a factor in order to examinedifferential improvement when

given a second opportunity to find the problemms. In this latter 'analysis,

a problem was identified on Trial 1, it was also scored as identified on Trial

32, even though the child had not actually been asked to identify it.



---.
Table 2 presents the mean number. of' problems_of each 'tSip_e that the

children identified after the first- 1.-istgning only (Trial 1) and after a _

second _listening as necessary _(Trial 2). Two 3 (-age) x -3 (problem type)

-analyses- of variande were carried_ out using these two--data sets,_with age as a

between-subjects -factor, and problem type as a within-subjects factor;_

Insert Table about here

Consider fi-rst the results for. the first trial. Reliable main.effects of
,

age and problem type were obtained, and the interaction of the two factors was-

also reliable. As expected, older -Children were more successful at

/identifying all types of problems than younger children, F(2,50 ) 53.70, 2

.001. yhe 9 year olds identified an average of 3.26 problems of each type,

the 7 year olds 2.16 and the 5 year olds 1.19. All comparisons between means

were significant (Fisher's lsd .39, 2 < .05). Also as expected, internal

inconsistencies. were least likely to be -identified (F(2,100) 5-10.92, 2 <

.001. Subjects identified an average of 1.66 inconsistencies, 2.06- nonsen-se

words, and 2.38 prior knowledge violations. 'All of the differences between

means were reliable (Fisher's lsd = .28, 2 < 05). The --interpretation of the

effect of problem type is mediated by the interattion
. with agef(4,100)--=

2:58, 2 < Whereas- the 7- and 9-year-old children had-comparable
. -

identification of nonsense words and prior knowledge violations, with poorer

-identification of _inconsistenci.es';.the',5-year...oldshad -comparabIe:.-.v_

identification of nonsense words and inconsistencies, with superior
. .

identification of prior knowledge violations (Fisher's 1d = .50, 2 < .05).
.



The Trial 1 dataL indicate that the expected-dqvelopmental differences in
- ;

problem identification were not constant across problem types. However, these

pattern diffe'rences dropped out by the second trial, as revealed in the second

analys of variance. Again the in effects of age-and probTem type Were

reliable, thg interaction was not (F(2,50 ) =, 36.26, ja . .001; F(2,100)

5.54,j< .01; F44,100) = 1.43,11> .10, respectively). Nine yea-r olds

identified more problems of each type (3.91) than seven year olds (3.29), who

in-turn identifi more than-five-year-olds- (2.19):--Internal-inconsistencies----

were still least likely to be identified (2.66), and identhication of
) :

nonsense words and prior knowledge, violations did not differ (3.15 and

respectively);

The data included in Table -2 clearly indicate improvements in problem

identification when children were given feedback and a second opportunity to

listen to and respond to tie passages. To test for differential improvement

as a function of age or ,problem type, a third analysis of variance was carried

out which included trial as a factor. The main effect of trial. and the

interaction with age werg rellabln't F(1,50) = 165.74, IL < .001 and F(2,50) =

4 23,R < .05, respectively. All subjects identified more problems when they

were given a second attempt-to find them. The 5 and 7 year olds showed

greater gains than the 9 year olds, whose initial levels of performance, were

SO-high:that there:was.less room for iniOroyerpent.-:Neithertb

trial with prOblemtybenot-the-tripJe'interiction were

results demonstrate that even the ,Youngest children were able to re-evaluate

the passages and detect problems in material that hid previously seemed

.non-problematic.



Standard-appiicaitions. The-dependent measure in the .aove anabises -wai-the

number of 'times a child -identified the ihtended problems.- The anarysis

provides. no information as to whether the chi-idren perceived other segments of

the passages --as problematic.- - The fact that these segments were not intended

=to contain problems is irrelevant, what is- important is -how the children

interpreted them and their .sttbsequent evaluation of that interpretation. In
;

.other words, the focus on problem detection er se may underestimate

or-propensiti4o-apply-the-different-standards--Of----

evalUation, in this section, we will consider evidence of standard useu,

throughout the entire testing session.

Table 3 shows the mean number of times children applied each of the three

targeted standardi;'- The figure's reflect standard use both in the service of

problem detectton-andth the evaluation of nontarget information. An analysis

of ',variance was carried out, with the dependent variable the total nomber, of

times each child applied each standard. Reliable main effects of age and type

of standard were reveal ed., _as was an age by standard i nteracti on. Overall,-

the 5-year-old children had fewer standard applications than the 7- and

9-year-old children who did not differ, F(2,50) 20.69, 2 < .001. The

internal consistency standard was applied less frequently than the lexical_

standard which in turn was applied less fr_equent a the external'

consistency- standard, F(2,100) = 10.08, < .003 (FY r's lsd

Interpretation of the main effects is qualified by the interaction, F(4,100)- =

2.84, £ < .05.. Although the 7 year olds did not differ from the 9 year olds

in overall. standard use, they used the internal consistency standard less

often and the externaT consistency standard more often; They were actually



comparable the 9 year olds only in their frequency of use of = the lexical

standara, o contributing to ther interaction was the fact that the-9 year

olds used all three, standards equally often.

mpinison f the data in Table 3 with the Trial 2 data in Table 2

provides information -about the effectiveness with which children -used=the:
_

different standards. from an-adult perspective. Recallthat -adults

consisten-Wy identified the target problems and rarely identified other
_

adults- did, with near perfect problem identification and few additional

problems rep-orted. The younger children -reported fewer problems-, but the
.

difference between the number of times a-standard was applied and the ARthmben'_

of corresponding problems identified was of relatively small- magnitude. This

indicates that the children were not-simply guessing and identifying anything

-

as problematic simply to comply=with task demands4 rather,,they were applying

the- standards selectively: The largest. discrepancy between number ofpreblems

identified-end lumber of times a. Standard_ was-applied .waS-Shawribv' the 7 year-
, f=

-olds for prior. howl edge -and =the: external consistency $toOda rth-

ayerage, ear child chall enged the' truth of .1.63 facts ;addition to,the-

,targeted-fac But` considering that th-ere were- a total of i19: sentences;
r

of 'which contained at least one challengeable proposition, this still reflects

selectivity in standard use. Nevertheless, the 7 year olds did have a greater

propensity to challenge the external consistency of

either the younger or older children

OSsagestaterherits. than

Additional insight into chiWen'S use of the different standardt can be

gained by examining patterns of individual use. Are certain standadi



-that are less likely than other_ standards to he used at all.? Are younger

_

Children- lest likely-to apply any_partictilar st4ndards than older children?'

To answer these questions, each =child,'s transcribecPprotocolwas examined for
_

presence or absence of each Standard. This prOcedure-revealed-that and

9-year-old ehildren,used every -standard at least once and that!most 'of-the 5

year olds did too. All of the -5 year olds used the external consistency

standard, all butk.ne used the lexical standard, and all but three used the

internal consistency standard. Clearly, then, virtually all child n used the

three different standards. Moreover, if a child used a standard at all he or

she also usually, detected at least one of the ccirresponding problems. In only

two -instances did a _child use a standard but fail to report any problems (both -

children -were 5 year olds;_ once the 'standard was the lexical, the caber time

the standard was the internal consistency). In sum, if seems safe so conclude

that all three standarils were present in the repertoires of children of all

ages and that -these standards could be used effectively and selectively.
.

Experiment 2

Experiment 2 was designed as a replication apd extension of Experiment -1-

using an_older grobp of subjects. --The 1)-year-old subjects irf-this experiment

were .asked : to read the passages on _their --own rather than listen to 'them, but

in all other .reSpetts the 'task was the same,.-- The change from listening' to

reading, which was not expected to affect performance significantly, was--made

to permit a better comparison with studies repc?rting poor problem detection

among 10- and 11-year-old children who read passages without being told in

advance that problems were present (e.g. Garner, 1980; Paris -& Myers, 1981).

After the subjects fi ni shed :reading' and responding to al 1 six passages, they
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-were= questioned,a to whthr thrtiidught some problem types were- easier or
;

_ harder_ to and- wereasked:_ theif The explanations
_ - -
were of particular infirest what the might reveal about- children' s

metaeognitive knowledge- about coniprehen-sion monitoring

Method

Subjects. The subjects -Were 18, children::

grade at-the -same Suburban elementary schbo

mean-ag
'of -.-th-e7subject=s= waS-'71 f--ears

Materiali. The materials were the _-same as thoseU pin Exeriment 1.
. ,

. -
Eash passage was typed double- paced on a 12.7 x 20 :-_-note. card with the _

title at:the top.

Procedure. The procedure was similar to :that- of rxperiment The

_primary difference was-that the subjects read the. pastages on: their own

instead of listening to-them. :To make the task more comparable to the

ni ng Aask, subjects covered-up each line of text with a_ blank note card

after, they read it. When they fini-shed the entire passage, they placed-the

card down_ on top of the passage and reported whatever problems-they-had

noticd. They were'given immediate feedback. and re-read the passage if they

missed. any problems. They were encouraged to report the problems'as soon as

they found-them on this second trial. 1f-they still failed to report a
.P.roblem, the experimenter identified it for them.

After the subjects finished reading all passages, they, were asked whether

they thought some problem types were easier/harder to notice than ethers.

Half of the subjects were asked the,question with the word easier half with

the word harder. If they gave an affirmative answer, they were asked to
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explain it They Were then asked_ the alternative form o

(harder easier) and were-again asked to explain.
4

All sessions were taped and later transcribed. The scoring of the

he question

responses and the,. _transcribed pTotocols Was carried out in the same manner as

in Experiment _1

Results and Discussion

The first section-in this part o the paper will focus on -problem

-fcicus on children's, reports of

perceived problem difficulty. _A final, section will consider standards used i

the evaluation-of non-target as well as target problems.
IProblem identification. A single analytis of variance wad carri9d-ou-

-46the number ofvroblems identified, with trial and problem type as within

subjects facto-rs The relevant data are included io the-laSt two rows of

Table 2. The main effect of 'problem tyre was reliable,-F(2,30) = 13.60, p <
-.001; with fewer inconsistencies- identified than either nonsense words or

prior knowledge;vielations Fisher's lsd = .46-, 2 < .05/. The main effect of

trial was reliable, P(1,15) = 35.3 < .001 illustrating that the

11-year-old-chi 1 dren also benefitted from a second opportunity to evaluate the

passages. The extent of the improvement varied aCcording to problem type, as

evidenced in the trial by problem type interaction F(2,30) = 10.88, 2 < .001.

On trial 1 nonsense words were better identified than prior knowledge

than inconsistenciesviolations, which in turn were better identified
(Fisher's lsd .44, < .05). On Trial 2, the three problem types were

equally well detected, with the gains from-Trial 1 to Trial 2-reliable for the

inconsistencies and prior knpwledge violations. The lack significant

20
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difference for the nonsense words--1±- reflects the fact that subjects were near
-- _ -,___--

_- -_
, __ _ _ __

ceiling On -Trial-71, -leaving-little room for ihiproveent on Trial 2.- There --,-i-_ . '----- _----3------ ,

_ _,
_

_ __. ,
-_ were no Other reliable

main -effects- or ,interactions.

arLceivefficult After completion, of the task, the _chil-dren _

were asked-which, if _any, pritblem types were easier to detects and which were
larder toidetect.. ' Of-the-18 subjects, all but two indicated that the nonsense_,.

words were the easielst.=:-.--The labels they used varied, from "nonsense words" to

---"Weird-words"-tOTI"mittkelled Worfis" to "words that aren't honest to gosh
words that you find-tVery day," but it was always clear what wat, ftatit. The.

remaining-two children indicated specifi c problems in their responses. One
.mentioned "baseball bat easiest prior knowledge vi. -LORE,- -_and--the -- -.1.

.other said that "most were easier to find than the one about checkers" (an -

,

.

internal inconsistency

In response to the "harder" question, 11 children reported that the

inconsistencies were hardest. Usually this was indicated by giving a specific
example (e.g., "like when they said: soft brown fur and then they said whiten).
Only three _children explained what it was about the Inconsistencies that made
them harder. Pio of these children attributed the difficulty to memory

factors, e.g., "You .need to keep one word in your head and-then-reMember the
other; you' rd to try to remember both." The *third identified a narticular
reading strategy as the source of her -difficulty:- "Sometimes when -I read
skip over words, _like big-small,--so- I didn't pick them up.." Of -the seven

children who did- not report inconsistencies as the most difficult, two said.
prior knowleage violations

were the hardest and five. said "nothing-.."
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In sum, the reports- of perceived-Aifficulty-_parallel- the actual
NN

difficulty. However, the reports were probably influenced by prior

performancec since the childrn had received feedback. In fact, usually the

children cited as lost difficult one orthe Spec-iiic problems they had missed.

It would be informative to ask for_ children's judgments before they carry out

tIch an evaleation-task.
, .

- Standains. Table 3 includes the mean number of times each
-_,

child. applied the three standard of evaluation regardless of whether the. . . . ..

response was to an intended p-roble--. A one-wy analysis of^Variance with

standard type as a within!sUbjects factor revealed no difference in the

frequency with which the different_standards_were-bsed,-F(204) < 1., This-

,

parallels the lack of a difference in the identification of the three types o

problems by the second trial. The similarity in the means for problem

identification and Standard application indicates that the 11 year olds used

= the standards very selectively, in a manner comparable to the adults. They

never identified any words:as problematic. that intehtionally-so-and

only twice did subjects identify perceived violations of prior knowledge that

were not deliberately introduced. Additionally, the internal consistency

standard was applied to nonta-rget information on only five occasions.

Moreover, as wOuld be expected given the patterns of standard, use among the-

older children in Experiment 1, there were no subjects who failed to ueany-
-

of the target standards, nor were there any who failed to report any type of.

problem.

General Di scussi on

The present _experiments have shown that, across-a wide age, range; children

have considerable skill-at using several different- standards- to evaluate their



understanding. Although older- children were_ more_ successful than younger'

children, the Absolute levels of performance were much higher than has

typically been reported. in tha literature. The-re-are several important

reasons for this difference: (1) The children were explicitly informed that

Problems present and they were given-,several. examples of each type.

Failure' to provide this information in 'at:Nance can lead to serious under-

estimation of comprehension monitoring skills.,(Baker,- 1979; Stein & Trabasso,
_

1982, Winograd & Johnston, 1981). 2) __The 'children were given immediate

feedback after each attempt to -find a problem. This feedback in essence
. _

served as instruction in- evaluation. (3) The children were asked to

re-evaluate_the passages for missed_problems =giving- -them an opportunity o

improve their performance. (4) Three different types of ,problems we, e-used,

ln. recognition .of the fact that- comprehension monitoring 'reqUires ;the- :use of

multiple standards,-some of which may be easier to apply than others..

Of the three standard selected for study, the-internal consistency

-standard was expected to-be-most-difficult-to-apply-and-the date- supported

this expectation. Children ranging.anging in age- from 5 to 11 were less likelY to

-identify internal= inconsistencies in the passages than they were the other

protilem types. Evaluating text for internal consistency is a cognitively

:demanding task because i es. that the reader oe stener'-fi rSt integratO

the relevant text. Propositions. If. the- PropositionS are not adjacent they

may not be simultaneOuslY attivein- working-memory dnd- to-dlong term memory-

representation must::be accessed -(kiptSch & van Dijk, 1978)., Ths likelihood-

that adults will carry out this integration during reading decreases with

increasing distance -between the propositions (Walker & Meyer, 1980).
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Moreover,'Johnson and Smith (1981) have shbwn that younger children seem not

to integrate widely separated propositions even when the necessary premises

are available-in mernery. In -view pf this.evidence, it.is hardbi surprising

that the internal consistency standard is less frequently applied-

, It was also eXpected thai-'the leXical standard would be easiest to apply

because it, can operate-on individual; words; it iis:not necessary to consider

the relationships between ideas. Although Paris and Meyers (1981) reported

poor.detection- of nonsense words by=fourth graders,___their finding-may-have

reflected an unwillingneSsan the part of the Subjects to-admit ignorance,of

seemingly simple words rather than ineffective use of a lexical standard. The

present data support-this alternative interpretation; both -he 9 and 11 year

-olds had Tear perfect= nonsense word detection, and the T year olds were also

very successful. The one surprise was that the 5- year -old children initially

identified no more nonsense words than internal inconsistencies. However,
when given feedback that- they had missed something on the first trial, their

identification rate increased_from 25% to-58%

No specific predictions were made regarding the external consistency
=

standard, though there is reason to Suspect it would be of intermediate

difficulty to -use. .-.Since.evaltration- Of external "consistency requires.

consideration of how ideas in the text relate to what one a l r e a d y .knows,

gre.!ter cognitive effort is probably requir d-to detect a prior knowledge,

violation than a nonsense word

prior knowledge

And on the assumption -that the relevant

probably more accessible in long term memory than

previously encountered text propositions

more detectablethan internal inconsistencie

-khowlOge violation's should be

The .-data do not proVide, p



evidence regarding.these possibilitles. Internal inconsistencies were in fact

frequently reported than prior knowledge violations by all children. But
,

the 5 year olds were initially bettee at identifying prior knoWledge

violations than-nonsense words, while the 11 year olds were initially better

at identifying nonsense words than prior knowledge violations. By the second

trial,.however-, there were no differences for any-children lndetection of

nonsense words and- prior knowledge violations. Interpretation of this finding

is difficult because Overall detection levelswere so high. If the detection

rates had been lower, perhaps there would have,been !"room" for differences to

/ manifest themselv.es.. Increasing the difficulty of the materials could have

such an effect, but it might obscure differences. among the younger_ehildren.

The risk of encountering either ceiling or floor effects is a familiar one to

esearchers who wish to study develoOmental ehange across a wide age range.

However, since the primary goal in this study was to show what children can do

under o timal circumstances., ceiling effects were regarded as a necessary

evil.

Final ly,- the- results -extend those of Markman and Gorin (1941) in showing

.that not Only can'cnileiren',0djust tnetistandards of eValuatidn;. theY -can keep

several in mind simultaneously. however, a very striking

difference inIne performance- leVels.--of-the-enildren in tnetwostudie§-,

Opspit6-thOapp-arent:similrityof:materjals'and .Even -when

specifically instructed tn-look'-for kparticular,typeof,prOlem,.the 8:and-

10-year-old children in Markman and Gories study had much lower detection

,ratesthanthe children cif.ctimpaablb-age's1-0.inpOresint.stii0-

difference may well lie in the feedback that was provided after each attempt



to find a problem; the opportunity-.to "try again jgbificant gains.

Over01, the results are_eneouraging in suggesting.that children can, be

-induced to monitor their comp:rehension:more ef=fectively with minimal

intervention.
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: Footnotes ,

Four additional :five year olds- served as subjects but they were dropped

from the study because their data records were incomplete due to a'

tape- recorder malfunction. Information regarding the number of problems

identified- waA s available from the written -records made at _the time of testing,

but information -about all-other instances -standard use depended on

transcriptions of the tapes, which were unavailable.

2
One 5 year old made a comment- reflecting evaluation of informational

completeness and two 7 year 'olds used the propositional cohesiveness standard.

In addition, l4 5 year olds made one or more nonevaluative comments about the

passages.

3
Prior to carrying out a full analysis of the data, the comparability of

-------the -two -di ffer_ent-i's-ampl es-of -preschool ers-was ---asse_sted --An analysis of

variance was carried out on- the data provided by these children alone, with

school as a between-subjects factor. There was no main effect of school

(F(1,20) = 1.19) nor were there any -interactions of school with the factors of

interest. ,-Accordingly, the data from the two samples were combined for

subsequent analysis A second preliminary analysis,--using the fall data set,

included gender as a factor. The main effect was not reliable nor were any

interactions with gender. The data were therefore collapsed over gender for

ease of exposition.

4Use. of non-target standards was infrequent among 11 year olds as well.

Two students commEnted on the structural- cohesiveness of the' passages and one

on the informational completeness.

-



Table

Examples of Passages with-Embedded Problems

Albert the Pretty Rabbit

Once there was a rabbit named Albert. He had darkbrown fur that was as soft

as could bet He was very = fluffy end' had a beautiful tail. All- the other-

,

rabbits wished theyhad his snow white fur.a2 Albert liked to eat in Farmer

-54fli'ith's-garden.- Lots of good things grew in the gardin. But Albert

especially liked the ice cream that
,

grew there.b Farmer_Smith-.=-like-----
-rabbfts to eat his food, Albert was lucky he never got cau- ght.

_ Jack's Life

There lived a man who had th-ree sons. The youngest son was named Jack. Jack

was tall and had brown curly welkins.c Every morning Jack chopped wood for

his family. He always used'a baseball bat to chop the wood.b He had to do

quickl,i, on school-days so he wouldn't be late. Jack liked school very much.

He wanted to be a teacher when he grew up.

sentences contain an internal inconsistency
. ....s,

sentence contains a prior knowledge viol tion

sentence contains'a nonsense word
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Table 2

Mean Number of Problems Identi

Experiment 1

ilk_ge Trial

Type. of _Problem

Prior

Nonsense Knowied9e Internai-
Word Violation. 2 Inconsistency

1

2_ 2.30 = 2.48.

=0.96

138

-Experiment 2
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Experiment 1

_

Tabl e= 2

ean Niimber of Times Chfldre
- - V

Applied Each Standard

Age Lexical

Type of Standard

External Internal

Coosfstency Consistency

2-78 57

4.94

4.14

4.00

2.1T

3.25

4.21

4.11

-


